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ExpectID®  

Streamline customer acquisition, deter fraud and drive revenue 

IDology’s ExpectID platform delivers on-demand 
and completely configurable identity verification 
solutions that match your level of risk. With more 
interconnected layers you can close the gaps that 
are exploited by fraudsters and eliminate the need 
for different vendors. Powerful, fully-integrated 
layers connect relevant customer information, 
scattered across public and proprietary data 
sources, to provide a holistic picture of your 
customer. With actionable insights, you are 
empowered to fast-track decision-making for 

trusted identities and apply additional verification 
measures only as needed. 

Our multi-layered approach ensures you have 
more inclusive ways to deliver the right verification 
experience at the right time. Customize and 
automate the verification experience to fit your 
business need, meet ever-evolving compliance 
standards, prevent fraud and avoid regulatory 
fines — all while delivering a dramatically better 
customer experience. 
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Why IDology?

Multi-layered identity 
verification 

Get the identity assurance you 
need with a layered approach to 
support different levels of risk in a 
customer-friendly way. 

Flexible on-demand 
configuration

Customize your decisioning 
criteria and multi-layered 
workflows with point-and-click 
flexibility based on your own 
unique approach to risk. 

Integrated omnichannel 
solutions  

Engage customers across any 
channel and device with data, ID 
and biometric solutions delivered 
individually or orchestrated through 
a custom workflow. 

Industry-leading 
technology 

Harness our intelligent 
orchestration, which brings 
together proprietary tech and global 
identity data to deliver meaningful 
and actionable insights. 

Solution 
Features

Modernize your onboarding 
experience 
Sign up more real customers 
faster and with less risk across all 
channels with flexible, on-demand 
configuration and automated 
approvals.

Drive revenue and decrease costs 
Fine tune your verification processes 
and risk appetite with full data and 
decision transparency to drive more 
conversions and less fraud.  

Locate and approve more 
customers 
Increase your market share of thin-file 
and hard-to-identify populations with 
thousands of diverse, authoritative 
data sources, IDs and biometrics. 
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Schedule a Consultation
Talk to a trust expert today.

https://www.idology.com/talk-to-a-trust-expert/

